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MIAMI’S UNDERGROUND SATIRE

Consuming raw or understated humor may increase your risk of foot-in-mouth illness.

@hateanddishonor on instagram

OPEN-NOTE CROSSWORD EXAM 

HATE & DISHONOR?

WHY, I HARDLY


KNOW HER.

The clues are on the back, bozo. 
You have to write the jokes now. 
It’s our most thought-provoking 
work yet (well, for you, anyway). 
Just fill in the blanks and enjoy!

You can use a 
calculator, but at 
that point, you 
may want to seek 
professional help!

Tnpljoh ljmmt, 

cvu tnpljoh 

xffe nblft zpv 

dppm.

P R O C T O R I O

E N A B L E D



CAUTION: This satire is highly flammable and rollable.

Across


3. The main contributor to mental illness 
among students is this.


5. Because we’re rated PG-13, we need you 
to write this bad word on our behalf.


6. No one is going to kiss you under this 
(two words).


8. The color that comes to mind when 
someone says “Miami University.”


9. Alcoholics Onymous is also commonly 
referred to as this.


12. You might celebrate 4/20 with this 
Miami tradition (two words).


14. This is a style belonging to a 
monoculture of classist trust fund babies.


16. The best food on campus is this.


17. You can't do this on campus unless you 
work at a dining hall.


Down


1. Emails from the university are usually 
nothing more than this (two words).


2. Legacy applicants and business students 
benefit from this.


4. You probably once thought that this was 
only one word (two words).


7. “Pretty” and “white” often precede this 
when describing the average student here.


10. Miami University is ranked higher than 
other universities in this (two words).


11. You might do this before and/or after 
an exam.


13. This has a bad habit of dropping more 
often than your grades.


15. You don't need a hammock to hang out 
if you have this.

HAVE FUN FLIPPING THIS 

WORLD-WIDE PROTESTS 
OVER SQUIRREL RIGHTS 
AND CLIMATE CHANGE 

BREAKING NEWS — There is only room 
for one article, so it may as well be about 
the crisis of our ever-shrinking lifetimes: 
squirrel rights.


Despite making up 92% of the population, 
squirrels make up 99% of all murders, 
power outages, and crop failures.


However, a squirrel justice organization 
hopes to nip that stereotype in the bud.


The National Union for Tyrannized Squirrels 
(NUTS) campaigns to bring awareness to 
economic inequality, accessibility issues, 
and de minimis segregation.


“[Squirrels] should be allowed indoors,” 
the activist group chattered across campus 
earlier this week. “We have hostages.”


NUTS refused to comment when asked 
about the possibility of mob violence; 
SWAT was dispatched to rescue the 
hostages, who were barricaded in a nest 
made of twigs and rigged with dirty bombs.


In other news, climate change is really bad; 
someone should do something about that.

High 69° — nice — is probably not on your 
radar this week. Cool winds are expected to 
make you look really lame by comparison. 
Look forward to sunny skies with a chance 
of biblical floods. The sky is falling, too.

The Weather

Hate & Dishonor is Public Enemy No. 2, 
because we’re [the] shit. We’re a family-
owned-and-operated phone sex hotline.


To give us a piece of your mind, teach us a 
thing or two, or really let us have it, then 
wise us up: hateanddishonor@gmail.com.

INSERT JOKE HERE


